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Abstract 
Knobel. A., Constructive A-models, Journal of Pm-c and Applied Algchra 79 (1992) 271-279. 
We prove in this paper that there is a partial order P such that for every (classical) extensional 
countable A-model ..tX there exists an object I/ in Sc/” and a bijectionf : lJ% CI” such that the 
A-model defined from U and f has the same equational theory as .1. 
Introduction and motivation 
An object U g I/’ in a Cartesian closed category C with enough points yields an 
extensional model of the untyped A-calculus (see, for instance, [l]). Scott (cf. [g]) 
had the idea to use the Yoneda functor Y to embed C in the topos Setc”P of 
presheaves over C. Using the Kripke-Joyal semantics, the image of U under Y is 
a set U g U ‘. Here U” is the full function space of U. The same equations hold in 
this new model as do in the original one. 
This approach is not entirely satisfactory. The set-theoretic universe where the 
new model sits depends on C and so does the logic of this universe. This is 
undesirable if we are interested in relative consistency results for two reasons: 
first, the logic of a presheaf topos over a category is in general quite intractable, 
and second, we are not interested in the link between some particular extensional 
h-model and the logic of the resulting set-theoretic universe, but rather in a 
general description of the world where U z U” is possible for a nontrivial U. 
In this paper we present a particularly simple topos-the category of presheaves 
over a certain partial order-that is universal in the sense that it contains an 
object U s U” for every extensional countable A-model such that their equational 
theories coincide. Hence we get a universe which caters for all and closely 
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resembles a Kripke model. These, of course, have been thoroughly investigated 
and their logic is well known (see [9]). 
Now for some details. There are a number of competing but essentially 
equivalent definitions of a A-model, each having some advantages. We will choose 
the first-order version, which means that we get not a model of a A-theory, but its 
translation into an equational theory, i.e., equations between terms of combina- 
tory logic CL. For details, see [7]. 
Let Cl(C) denote the terms of CL over a set of constants C and -c,_ the 
translation of A(C)-terms into Cl(C)-terms. In particular, we have (Axy.x),, = k 
and (hxyz.xz( yz)),, = s. In the rest of the paper we shall often write t when we 
actually mean t,,_. 
A A-algebra 021 is a structure ( U, ‘“, k,,, su ) consisting of an underlying set U, 
a binary operation .U on U called application, and two points k,,s, E U such that 
Here, .U, k, and sU are the interpretations of ., k and s, respectively. 
011 is a A-model if moreover 
%1Vx(ax=bx)+la=lb, 
where 1 = s(ki) (= Axy.xy). 
Finally, Q is extensional if 
%I kb’x (ax= bx)+a= 6. 
Let T(Q) denote the theory of 011, i.e., {t = t’ 1 011 k t,, = t,J.,}. 
Now assume we are given a (constructive) set U together with a bijection 
f : U LW U ‘. We can then make U into an extensional A-model % = ( U, .f, k,, sr) 
by defining application on U as 
x .f Y 2 (f(x)>(r) 
and the constants as 
k, +‘( Ax.f-‘(Ay.x)) 
and 
sf +‘(Ax.f-‘(Ay.f-‘(Az.x ., z ‘, (y ./ 2)))). 
The purpose of this paper is to prove that there is a partial order P which has the 
following property: we can find a presheaf U in SetPop and a bijection f : U c-a U” 
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for every extensional countable A-model Jll such that 
l ~12isembeddedin%=(lJ;~,k,,s~), 
l ~(4 and % have the same equational theories. 
Preliminaries 
We shall use the language 2’ of higher order intuitionistic logic to talk about 
sets. This language has two essential features: it is typed (in our case by Setpop) 
and admits only bounded quantification, i.e., quantifiers are of the form Vx E F 
and 3x E F for a type F and x a variable of that type. For details, see [5] or [6]. 
We briefly describe the standard interpretation of 2 in SetPoP. 
Recall that the powerpresheaf CT(F) of a presheaf FE SetPoP maps p E P to the 
set of families {X, C F(q)} 4Sp such that for r I q 2 p 
F(r 5 q)(K,) C X, 
It acts on morphisms q 5 p as follows: 
p(F)(q 5 P)(V,>,~,) = {XL4 . 
Remember that x E y is a term of 2’iff x is of type A and y of type Y’(A) for some 
A E SetP”‘. 
The function space presheaf FG of two presheafs F,G E SetP”’ maps a point 
p E P to the set of all families of functions 
{gy: G(q)+F(q)L/,, 
that are natural, i.e., they satisfy for any r 5 q 5 p 
F(r5q)ogy=grOG(rSq). 
On morphisms F” acts as follows: 
F”(q 5 P)({g,L,) = {gL/ . 
Now, types are simply interpreted as themselves. The interpretation of a 
formula 4 is defined by a forcing relation IFA between ‘stages’ p E P and 4 and 
with respect to an assignment A, i.e., for all x free in $ and of type F, 
A(x) E F(P) . 
If A is an assignment of the free variables in #I at p, then Alq denotes its 
restriction along q zp, i.e., for all x free in 4 and of type F, 
(4 q)(x) = F( q 5 P)@(X)) . 
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Also, if A is an assignment of the free variables in 4 at p, x of type F and 
s E F(p), then A{slx} is A with the value of x replaced by S. 
We define inductively on the structure of 4: 
iff A(x) E (A( Y)),> 
iff A(x) = A( Y) 
never 
iff P II-A Q, and P IFA 4 
iff P Ii-A + Or P It-A 4 
iff vq <P (9 kA,r, +- 4 kA/r, +) 
iff 3 E F(P) (P lkA{.,..r) 4) 
iff v’rl SP vs E F(q) (4 lE(A,q)(.,..\j 4) 
We write 
if p IF, $I for every p E P and assignment A. 
The main theorem 
We are now in a position to state the main theorem. 
Theorem 1. There is a partial order P = ( P, P, T ) with top T and the property 
that for every extensional countable h-model A? = (M, aM, kz,,, s,~) there is a 
presheaf U E Set”” such that the following statement holds in SetP”‘: 
there is a bijection f : .!J+ U” such that if we define the binary operation ., on U 
as 
x ‘f Y 2 (f(X)>(Y) > 
then 
l &l is embedded in % = ( U, ., , k,, s, ) (in particular, the image of M is a discrete 
subset of U), 
l At and 011 have the same equational theory. 
Proof. Let J~L be an extensional A-model with underlying set M = CO,,. Add M as 
constants and X, variables to A(C). Define the set of partial environments 8 as the 
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set of partial functions from Vars to M. We are particularly interested in two 
subsets: that of jinite environments gfin, and that of total environments kZtOt. As the 
partial order P we shall take 2Yfin, ordered by reverse inclusion. 
Note. As usual, terms of A(C) with free variables are evaluated with respect to 
a total environment E. Let t, stand for t evaluated at E and for E’ finite write 
E’ IF t = t’ if t, = td for all total environments E 3 E’. 
We shall now describe U. In order to do this, define for every finite environ- 
ment E an equivalence relation zE on n(C) by 
Set 
U(E) 2 A(C)/-, and U(E’ 3 E)([t],) 2 [tlEs . 
As the next step, we describe the bijection between U and U”. For this, note 
that for any finite environment E, a function at stage E 
can be represented by a function 
gA : A(C)- A(C) 
which for every t E n(C) picks a representative from gE([ tlE), or 
sAtIt> = k%)l, . 
We have for any finite E’ 3 E and any t,t’ 
(*> if E’ 11 t = t’ then E’ IF g*(t) = g*(f) . 
Now define functions f : I/- U ” and f’ : U ‘+ U by setting for E C E’ finite 
environments 
(fE(PIE->>E~P’lE~ = [t%, and fk(d = bW, 1 
where t = g”(x) for x chosen such that x$dom(E) and xgFV(gA(m)) for any 
m E M. It is at this point that we need the uncountable supply of variables. 
We wish to prove that f’ = f -‘. First we show that f 0 f’ = idUo. 
We want to check that for any finite environment E and g E U’/(E), 
fE(fk(S)) = g 3 
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i.e., for any t’ and finite E’ 3 E, 
&‘([t’lE’) =fA.Md)E’ut’lE’) = [(Ax.tP’L. = [t[t’lXllF 
or 
[&‘)lE = [t[t’~~llp > 
that is, for any total E” 3 E’, 
gh(t’)E” = t[t’lx],,, . 
Setting E”’ : = E”{ tL,,/x}, we have 
t[t’/x],.. = t,... . 
By choice of x, we have E C E{ t;Jx}, therefore, 
E{r;Jx} IF x = t;n 
entails 
E{ t;r>lx} If t = gA(x) = g^(t;.,) 
by (*). Thus 
t E% = g^(t& 
since E”’ 3 E{ tk..lx}. By choice of x, we have 
gh(t& = gh(t& . 
We apply again (*) to 
(E” f’ FV(t’)) U E IF t;fr = t’ 
and obtain 
gA(t&,, = gA(qE.. . 
Summarizing, we have proved 
t[t’/x],.. = t,,.. = g^(t&.. = g*(f;.&” = g^(t’).., . 
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Next, we show that f’of = id,. 
We want to check that for all finite environments E and terms t 
where for all finite E’ 3 E, 
gE’([t’lE’) =[f%’ 
We have 
by extensionality of A. 
Finally, note that vf defined on U by f is simply 
PlE(~fM’lE = [% . 
JII can be embedded into 62 = (U, .f, kf, sf) by 
It is clear that any equation that holds in Q is also satisfied by A%. For the converse 
assume that t = t’ is satisfied by A! and pick a finite environment E. We have for 
all total environments E’ 3 E 
E 11 t = t’ , 
hence 
[4E = Ct’lE . 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 0 
We add some remarks. The first two show how the result of the theorem could 
be strengthened. 
Remark 1. Instead of using a typed theory, we could have worked in intuitionistic 
Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory. We would have built a model V of IZF inside SetPoP 
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(cf. [4]) and for every countable extensional A-model A found a set U s U” in V 
such that the theory of the resulting model would have been identical with that of 
AX. 
Remark 2. Instead of taking the finite environments ordered by reverse inclusion 
as our underlying partial order, we could have used the po of finite sequences of 
variable/value-pairs with variables appearing at most once, ordered by reverse 
extension and topped by the empty sequence. This partial order is an w,- 
branching tree of height We,. 
Remark 3. It is not clear whether we really have to add uncountably many 
variables to the language. This was done in the proof to get at every stage and for 
every function g at this stage a generic point, i.e., a point that determines g. If it 
was possible to work with denumerably many variables, we could carry out our 
construction in SetPuP with P being a denumerably branching tree. Externally, we 
would then have a denumerable topological A-model, which would solve a 
question put by Barendregt and van Mill, cf. [2] and [3]. 
A property of U 
U has a strange property: the statement that for every point x in U one can find 
a point y in U distinct from x is not valid in the topos (even though U is rather 
large: it contains a copy of the natural numbers). 
Lemma 2. Let P, M, U be as in the proof of Theorem 1. Then 
Set”l’ k 7V.x E U 3y E U (x f y) . 
Proof. Pick finite environments E C E’ and xgdom(E’). We wish to prove that 
there does not exist a t E A(C) such that 
i.e., that there exists no t E A(C) such that for all total environments E” 
containing E’ 
Take t E A(C) and a total environment E” 3 E’. 
First assume that x$FV(t). Then E”’ := E”{ t,../x} 3 E’, but 
x/j 111 = t,.. = t,... 
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Now we assume that x E FV(t). Ax.t has a closed fixpoint t’, hence setting 
E”’ : = El’{ tk,,lx} we have 
Xp = t;,, = t;,,, = (hx.t)&... = t[t’lxlE?., = t,... , 
but again E”{r~./x} 3 E’. 0 
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